Bound by their shared commitment to the University of Nevada, Reno, members of the Silver & Blue Society assist the institution in addressing a broad range of needs—including future needs that often cannot be anticipated at the time gifts are made.

To recognize these individuals, the Silver & Blue Society was formed to honor those who give an annual unrestricted gift of $1,874 or more. Members of the Silver & Blue Society provide for scholarships, new academic programs, innovative learning opportunities, faculty recruitment and development, and enhancements to campus, among a host of other areas.

The Silver & Blue Society owes its name to a time when a circle of dedicated men and women helped create the University of Nevada. Established as a land-grant institution in 1874, the school depended in part on the vision and support provided by advocates. Many of them knew the value of gifts beyond the government programs that were meant to create a thriving economy for a new Western state.

The generosity of individuals makes all the difference in the future of Nevada. Unrestricted funding is a critical resource that supports the University's most pressing needs.

To learn more about the Silver & Blue Society contact Crystal Parrish, (775) 784-1352 or cparrish@unr.edu.

2009 Silver & Blue Society Membership

Edward E. Allison ’91
Paul A. ’62 and Judith L. Bible ’65
Joseph S. ’78 and Liza M. Bradley ’96
Thomas W. and Janice K. Brady ’63, ’88
Ann M. Carlson ’59,’78
John K. and Amy F. Carothers
Denise ’83 and Timothy Cashman
Bill ’66 and Lorena Chaffin
E.P. ‘Chuck’ Charlton ’50
Kirk V. Clausen
Cecil J. Clipper
E.L. Cord Foundation
E.L. Wiegand Foundation
Frank ’77 and Sally Gallagher
Katherine ’76 and Buddy Garcia
Ty C. Gibson
Milton and Peggy Glick
Thomas J. ’65 and Peggy Hall
Arnold Hansmann ’66
Steven D. Hill

International Game Technology
John Ascuaga’s Nugget
Eppie G. Johnson ’51
Steve ’77 and Camie Johnson ’83
Michael J. ’82 and Patrice I. Klaich ’85
Mark Knobel ’77
Jay ’74 and Tamara Kornmayer
Leonard and Sara Lafrance ’73/
Lafrance Family Foundation
Hal Lenox
John M. and Geraldine Lilley
Bruce A. Mack
Paul D. ’87 and Julie A. Mathews
Charles N. Mathewson
Kevin McArthur ’79
Mary-Ellen ’73 and Sam McMullen ’73
Michael ’72 and Karen Melarkey ’85
Monte ’70 and Susan Miller
James J. and Heather H. Murren
NV Energy
Felicia R. O’Carroll ’76
Terrance W. ’71 and Linda J. Oliver
Andrea G. Pelter ’50*
Wayne L. Prim Foundation
Frank R. ’56 and Joan Randall
Reno Gazette-Journal
Jack R. Rhoades ’41
Bradley H.* and Vivian Roberts
Jennifer A. ’80 and Philip G. Satre
G. Blake and Ruth F. Smith
Gerald and Sharon Smith
James M. Solaegui ’77
Ranson and Norma Webster Foundation Fund at
the Community Foundation of Western Nevada
Whittemore Family Foundation
B. Thomas Willison
Jane Witter ’74 and Fred Delaney
John R. and Christine H. Worthington
Ronald R. ’59 and Mary Liz Zideck

*deceased.
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